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ABSTRACT

T

he ontogeny of acute myeloid leukemia is a multistep process. It is
driven both by features of the malignant clone itself as well as by
environmental pressures, making it a unique process in each individual. The technological advancements of recent years has increased our
understanding about the different steps that take place at the genomic
level. It is now clear that malignant clones evolve, expand and change
even during what seem to be clinically healthy or “cured” periods. This
opens a wide window for new therapeutic and monitoring opportunities.
Moreover, prediction and even early prevention have become possible
goals to be pursued. The aim of this review is to shed light upon recent
observations in leukemia evolution and their clinical implications. We
present a critical view of these concepts in order to assist clinicians when
interpreting results of the ever growing myriad of genomic diagnostic
tests. We wish to help clinicians incorporate genetic tests into their clinical assessment and enable them to provide genetic counseling to their
patients.
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Introduction
Acute myeloid leukemia (AML) is a clonal disorder that originates in leukemic
stem and progenitor cells, termed blasts.1 AML clinically manifests with the accumulation of these immature cells that exhibit uncontrolled growth and decreased
apoptosis, and that lack normal differentiation. AML is clinically defined when
blasts make up 20% or more of the cellular component of the bone marrow (BM).
These cells inhibit normal hematopoiesis resulting in BM failure.2 Although most
of the leukemic cells can be eradicated during the first course of therapy, most
patients succumb to disease relapse within the first two years.3
Acute myeloid leukemia is characterized by a relatively small (compared to solid
tumors), recurrent set of somatic mutations, designated leukemia driver mutations.4
The various mutations can be used to classify AML subtypes. Genomic analysis of
1540 AML patients identified distinct AML subgroups according to their mutational
background. Some mutations (such as in the DNMT3A gene) are shared by few subgroups, some of the mutations co-occur (e.g. DNMT3A, NPM1 and FLT3-ITD),
while others are not usually found in the same clone (TP53 and NPM1).5
Most somatic mutations in AML occur stochastically across the genome without
any foci of localized hypermutation.6 Theoretically, if the effective size of the stem
cell population had been large enough, and it had been given enough replication
cycles, it would have been reasonable to assume that almost every possible mutation can be found at the single cell level. Yet, not all mutations are shared by all
AML subtypes. Moreover, a specific mutational signature with an elevated rate of
C>T transitions was found in AML. This mutational signature was related to spontaneous deamination of 5-methyl-cytosine and was correlated with age.6 This
implies that the aging BM niche exerts a selective pressure on the leukemic stem
cells and shapes their mutational profile.
Clones become fitter as they accumulate mutations and evolve. However, studies in other malignancies suggest that most mutations that are being accumulated
during cancer evolution are deleterious to tumor fitness,7 and are called “passenger
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mutations”. Therefore, it might seem paradoxical that, in
some cases, an increased number of somatic mutations
predict a worse prognosis and a more rapid evolution.8 It
is, therefore, important to stress that it is not only the
number of mutations, but also the identity of the specific
mutation acquired, that determines progression.9 Only
these true “driver” mutations confer an advantageous phenotype.
Over recent years, studies aimed at depicting the clonal
structure of AML have been published. These studies performed deep sequencing of primary AML samples taken
from patients, patient-derived xenografts, and from in vitro
cultures, and used the various somatic variant allele frequencies (VAF) as measures of clonal sizes [assuming no
copy number variability (CNV) or loss of heterozygosities
(LOH)]. These studies shed light on the selection and
expansion that these clones undergo during their evolution and following therapy. Combining this information
with clinical data from different time points improves our
ability to predict treatment outcomes, enabling us to personalize therapy. Moreover, this approach raises the hope
that healthy individuals can be screened for AML, and
maybe even preventing the disease; something that was
once considered unachievable.
The clonal evolution of most AML subtypes can be
viewed as a multistep process. It is now well accepted that
this process can be schematically divided into three stages
according to the clinical presentation. Each evolutionary
stage has a different time frame and is characterized by
typical somatic mutations that are, therefore, categorized
into three groups according to the timing of their appearance: pre-leukemic, leukemic, and late events (Table 1).
Although acute promyelocytic peukemia (APL), AML
with KDM2A translocations, and the core-binding factor
(CBF) leukemias do not have a clear pre-leukemic stage,
they too develop over time and acquire late events, as discussed below.
This review summarizes our current knowledge regarding somatic mutations in AML, their contribution to clonal
fitness under different selective environmental conditions,
and their correlation with patients’ clinical outcomes.

Pre-leukemic stage
Pre-leukemic mutations are somatic mutations that are
found in leukemic blasts as well as in hematopoietic progenitors and mature cells from different lineages that share
a common ancestral stem cell. This stem cell, which is still
capable of differentiation, is defined as a pre-leukemic
hematopoietic stem and progenitor cell (preL-HSPC).10,11
Such preL-HSPCs were isolated from AML patients at
diagnosis, remission and relapse.10-12 By definition, the
term pre-leukemic can only be inferred retrospectively,
after the diagnosis of AML has been made.
Following these findings, somatic mutations were identified in the hematopoietic system of healthy individuals
in various allele frequencies increasing with age, a phenomenon that was termed age-related clonal
hematopoiesis (ARCH).13,14 In fact, deep sequencing techniques revealed the presence of DNMT3A and TET2
mutations in nearly all individuals; however, most of them
were at lower VAF, in comparison to the original reports
(median VAF 0.0024), and remained stable over time.15
Such a ubiquitous phenomenon probably represents the
haematologica | 2019; 104(5)

general structure of the aging human hematopoietic system, as the same findings could not be replicated among
young individuals (aged 20-29 years).16 The large number
of human hematopoietic stem cells (HSC) (estimated to be
within the range of 50,000-200,000)17 and the number of
somatic mutations in each adult single HSC (approx. 1000
mutations) suggest an estimated HSC pool mutation burden of 108,17 and explain why somatic mutations can be
present at low VAF in every individual.14 However, with
age, an exponential increase in the prevalence of
ARCH13,14,16 occurs. In addition, this correlation with age is
specific to mutations found in DNMT3A, TET2 and a few
additional candidate driver genes,14 suggesting that mutations in these genes confer a selective advantage to
HSPCs. The selective advantage that mutations in
DNMT3A and TET2 confer is probably introduced during
the third or fourth decade of life. A second selective
advantage is introduced later, during the fifth decade and
onward, reflecting the aging BM selecting for HSC-carrying spliceosome machinery mutations (SRSF2, U2AF1,
SF3B1, ZRSR2, DDX41, EZH2, ASXL1, etc.).18,19 The fact
that different individuals can carry clones of different sizes
at the same age suggests differences in risk factors for
clonal expansion.
The presence of such a mutated clone in allele frequency
of more than 2% is termed clonal hematopoiesis of indeterminate potential (CHIP).20 It was found to be associated
with development of hematologic cancers, cardiovascular
morbidity, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, and
with an increase in all-cause mortality.13,14,21 While these
clones predict a somewhat dismal prognosis, only a small
number of individuals that harbor such a clone will even-

Table 1. Age-related clonal hematopoiesis defining events and the risk that
they confer for acute myeloid leukemia progression.9,22

Pre-leukemic / ARCH-defining events
Low risk
ASXL1
BCOR
CALR#
CBL#
DNMT3A
KIT#
KMT2D
KRAS#
NF1
RAD21
SF3B1#
TET2$

High risk
#

Leukemic
mutations

"Late
events"

NPM1c#

FLT3-ITD#
CEBPA (bi-allelic)
KIT#
KRAS#
NRAS#
PTPN11
WT1

Unclear risk

IDH1
BRAF#
#
IDH2 CEBPA (mono-allelic)
JAK2#
EZH2@
PHF6
FLT3-TKD#
PPM1D$*
GATA2
RUNX1
KDM6A
SRSF2#
KMT2C
TP53*
NRAS#
#
U2AF1
PAX5
PTPN11
SMC1A
SMC3
STAG2
ZRSR2@

Unless specified, genes that harbor recurrent driver mutations are mentioned (as opposed to
specific variants). Some mutations are rarely found, therefore, it is difficult to determine with
certainty the risk that they confer. These were designated as "Unclear Risk". Some mutations
can appear as an early evolutionary event as well as a "late event" (e.g. KIT, NRAS).
Translocations, such as t(8;21) are not mentioned since they can be missed by targetedsequencing as well as by exome-sequencing methods. Examples for "leukemic mutations"
and for "late events" are also presented. *Enriched following chemotherapy for a non-related
cancer [other than acute myeloid leukemia (AML)]. @Probably represent myelodysplastic
syndromes. $Truncating events only (frameshift and missense mutations). #Only specific
hotspots in the gene. ARCH: age-related clonal hematopoiesis.
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tually develop AML (approx. 0.1-3%).13,14
Nevertheless, since some of these clones do evolve into
full-blown leukemia, these observations can be exploited
to build a model for early detection of AML, at its pre-clinical, pre-leukemic phase. In fact, two recently published
papers studied large prospective cohorts of healthy individuals and compared benign clonal hematopoiesis (one that
did not evolve into AML) with malignant, pre-AML, clonal
hematopoiesis. These studies used deep targeted sequencing methods to search for mutations in driver genes in a
total of 307 cases (individuals that subsequently developed
AML) and 626 age- and gender-matched controls (individuals that did not develop AML) in blood samples obtained
6-9 years before AML diagnosis. These studies found discriminative characteristics between the two cohorts.9,22

Clone size
A pre-leukemic state is manifested by an increased incidence of clonal hematopoiesis. Setting a 10% threshold
for VAF value significantly discriminated pre-AML from
controls. Thirty-nine percent of pre-AML individuals have
clones of this size, as opposed to 4% of control individuals. Although statistically significant, there is a large overlap between VAF values of driver mutations found in
benign and in malignant ARCH (especially for DNMT3A
and TET2 mutations) that precludes it from being a single
predictor of a rare disease such as AML.

Number of accumulated mutations
Pre-AML individuals have significantly more mutations
in driver genes (including a few variants in the same gene,
e.g. in DNMT3A22) per individual (not necessarily in the
same clone) when compared with controls. This is especially evident among older individuals (>60-65 years of
age) underscoring the time frame required for mutations
to accumulate. Nevertheless, it is important to note that a
substantial number of patients (20-46%) do develop AML
without having a mutation in any driver gene prior to the
diagnosis. This decreases the negative predictive value of
these models.
When measured at a certain time point, these two characteristics indirectly reflect increased clonal fitness, as
manifested by increased expansion and increased number
of replications with the accumulation of mutations over
time. These characteristics were also found to be predictive of progression to myeloid neoplasms when found
during the evaluation of unexplained cytopenias.8

Specific high-risk mutations
Progression to AML was found to be preceded by accumulation of specific high-risk mutations. These mutations were more prevalent among pre-leukemic clonal
hematopoiesis when compared to benign ARCH.
Specifically, the presence of spliceosome-machinery
mutations in SRSF2 P95R and U2AF1 Q157P as well as in
TP53, in IDH1 R132, in IDH2 R140 and in RUNX1 (even
at VAF values <10%) confer the highest risk for subsequent AML development in healthy individuals.9,22 When
these clones appear at a relatively young age (>50 years)
they tend to evolve into AML. The simple explanation for
this could be that there is more time for AML transformation to take place. Another explanation could be that the
environment that positively selected this clone continues
to exert its selective pressure, eventually leading to AML.
Table 1 summarizes the various ARCH-defining events
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and the risk that each of them confers for AML progression.

Temporal progression
While some low-risk clones can remain stable over a
period of 3-10 years,15 clones that are characterized by
high-risk mutations show a more rapid increase in their
size, as manifested by an increase in their VAF values over
time9,22 (Figure 1). Additional prospective cohorts might
better define which clone develops to other hematologic
malignancies [e.g. myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS) or
myeloproliferative neoplasms (MPN)].
Progression to AML depends on the identity of the initiating mutation and on the identity of additional mutations that are subsequently accumulated. It is conceivable
that many factors influence the timing of the appearance
of the mutation and the positive selection of such a clone,
among which are probably the underlying specific
germline background.
In addition, specific environmental pressures confer a
selective advantage to HSCs carrying specific mutations;
clear examples are TP53 and PPM1D mutations that are
enriched following exposure to chemotherapy and radiotherapy. Chemotherapy does not increase the number of
somatic single nucleotide variants or the percentage of
chemotherapy-related transversions. Rather, it positively
selects for pre-existing TP53 and PPM1D mutated
clones.23-29
Moreover, a third-generation, single-molecule real-time
sequencing assay with long-read length of AML and MDS
samples exposed different TP53 variants residing on different alleles in each sample.30 This emphasizes the importance of the environmental conditions that select a certain
phenotype, thus enabling the evolution of a few clones in
parallel, all sharing similar driver mechanisms (TP53 mutations). It is important to note that chemotherapy exerts a
selective pressure regardless of the specific mutation that
characterizes the pre-leukemic clone. Following
chemotherapy, BM is enriched with pre-leukemic clones
and their prevalence increases by 10% or even 30%
among younger and elderly individuals, respectively,
when compared to their prevalence in the general agematched population.24,13 The clones that were selected can
neither be categorized according to a certain mutation, nor
according to a certain chemotherapy (with the exception
of topoisomerase II inhibitors, for which see below).
However, they can be divided into three groups according
to patient age groups, with younger individuals enriched
with DNMT3A mutated clones. This holds true also for
AML patients in remission that were found to have residual pre-leukemic clones.19,31 This implies that most preleukemic clones have an inherent chemoresistance (Figure
2), a phenomenon that was also shown in both in vivo and
in vitro models.32
The time frame of evolution from pre-leukemia to AML
depends both on the context (extrinsic factors) and the
driver mutations (intrinsic factors). Pre-leukemia in
healthy individuals usually progresses slowly with a latency period that can sometimes be as long as 20 years.
Presence of specific mutations was correlated with a
shorter timeframe, as in the case of RUNX1 mutations
(associated with a rapid progression to AML of <2 years)
and of TP53 mutations.22 Specifically, following
chemotherapy, TP53 mutated clones, as well as PPM1D
mutated clones, evolve to hematologic malignancies withhaematologica | 2019; 104(5)
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in as few as 6 months to up to 10 years.23,24 Another example is MLL-rearranged AML; this usually develops within
6-18 months following exposure to topoisomerase II
inhibitors. In contrast to therapy-related AML with
somatic mutations in TP53 or PPM1D, where chemotherapy selects pre-existing mutated clones, MLL-rearrangement is assumed to be induced directly by topoisomerase
II inhibitors.19,33
Although IDH mutations can be viewed as high-risk
mutations, their presence was not found to be correlated
with a shortened AML latency.22 This can be explained by
the fact that some of the high-risk mutations occur early
along the evolutionary trajectory of the clone; they can be
considered as the initiating event (U2AF2, SRSF2, TP53
and RUNX1). Other high-risk mutations (IDH1 and IDH2)
tend to appear later and require additional, co-operating,
driver mutations in order to progress into AML. Indeed,
certain combinations of mutations (when found in the
same individual) can shorten the time to AML diagnosis,
such as when DNMT3A is found with spliceosomal
machinery mutations.22
Importantly, the size of the clone9 and the number of
mutations identified9,22 mean a shortened interval for AML
progression. Clones with increased fitness, as manifested

A

B

C
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by their size (VAF) and replication rate (number of mutations), are prone to acquire additional mutations until
transforming, ‘leukemic’, mutations occur.

Leukemic stage
Molecular analysis of AML reveals a set of somatic
mutations that are only present in the leukemic blasts but
are absent in normal hematopoietic progenitors, in nonmyeloid, and in mature cells. These mutations were not
found in healthy individuals.9,13,14,22
These mutations can be further divided into leukemic
mutations, which are shared by all the leukemic blasts,
and late events. While the former represent the leukemic
transformation, the latter represent subclones, as can be
inferred from their lower VAF value (Figure 1).
Since there are already subclones at the time of diagnosis, determining the order of acquisition of the mutations
is limited by the sensitivity of the sequencing method
used to detect rare clones. It can be achieved by reconstructing the phylogenetic tree of the leukemia with single
cell or sub-population sequencing.34 However, there is a
general consensus that one mutation can be considered to

Figure 1. High-risk and low-risk pre-leukemic
somatic mutations. X: an acquired somatic
mutation. Clone size [as manifested by variant
allele frequency (VAF) value] is represented by
the size of the oval shape. Clonal expansion is
represented by the rising curve. (A) Low-risk
age-related clonal hematopoiesis (ARCH)
mutations, such as DNMT3A or TET2 mutations, are acquired at a relatively young age
(marked in white). Most of these clones will
not progress to acute myeloid leukemia (AML).
(B) Pre-leukemic clones, characterized by similar low-risk mutations have an increased fitness (as manifested by an increased VAF).
They acquire additional pre-leukemic mutations (marked in yellow and red), not necessarily in the same clone. These cells are
hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells
(HSPCs), still capable of differentiation and
sustain hematopoiesis. Once a clone acquires
a leukemic, transforming, mutation (NPM1, for
instance, marked in green) it will progress rapidly to an overt AML with loss of differentiation
capacity and uncontrolled proliferation.
Retrospectively, its preceding clones are
referred to as pre-leukemic. Leukemic mutations are shared by all the leukemic blasts,
hence they have a high VAF (50%) in the
leukemic clone. Late events (e.g. FLT3-ITD,
marked in purple) appear later along the AML
evolutionary trajectory, are shared by subclones, and represent the clonal heterogeneity
of the leukemia; they have VAFs ≤50%. The
exact timing of AML diagnosis can vary.
Therefore, late events are usually already present when the actual diagnosis is made. Single
cells or sub-populations have to be sequenced
in order to accurately determine the order of
acquisition of the mutations. (C) Spliceosomal
machinery, and other high-risk mutations
(such as SRSF2, U2AF1, IDH1, IDH2 and TP53
that are marked in pink) are usually acquired
at a more advanced age. These clones expand
more rapidly (as manifested by the rate of
increase of their VAF value) and most will lead
to AML.
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be leukemic; this is a small insertion/duplication in the terminal exon of NPM1 that causes the mutant protein to be
aberrantly localized in the cytoplasm (hence, designated
NPM1c). Detection of this mutation accompanies a dramatic change in the phenotype of the clone with a rapid
proliferation and acquisition of additional mutations.
When individuals were found to harbor an NPM1c mutated clone, they were subsequently diagnosed with NPM1c
AML within up to 3 months.22,35 This mutation was most
clearly shown to be a marker for leukemic blasts when
risk for relapse was found to be correlated with its presence in blood samples of AML patients in remission.36
Targeting cells harboring transforming, leukemic, mutations seems plausible not only for monitoring purposes,
but also for therapy.37 In fact, genomic editing of this
mutation in cell lines as well as in primary human AML
samples using the CRISPR/Cas9 system disrupted the
mutant allele and led to nuclear re-localization of the protein. This reverted the leukemic phenotype, resulting in
differentiation and a reduced proliferation rate. A nuclear
export inhibitor had a similar effect on NPM1c, both at the
molecular level as well as at the cellular level, when tested
on a cell line and on primary AML samples. It also resulted
in prolonged survival of NPM1c-mutated leukemic mice.38

Late events
Late events are mutations that appear later on during
leukemic evolution, represent clonal selection and heterogeneity, and are not shared by all leukemic blasts.
Examples for such variants are activating mutations in
tyrosine kinase receptors (such as FLT3-ITD, KIT, RAS),

emphasizing their role in increasing clonal proliferation
capacity.39 Other examples are WT1,39 transcription factor
CEBPA bi-allelic mutations,19 and del(7q) in TP53-mutated
AML.23 Interestingly, there are some exceptions to these
“rules”: some mutations that were detected in healthy
individuals, for example, IDH2, were also described as late
events in AML.34 In addition, the FLT3 D835 mutation,
usually considered as a late event, was found to be preleukemic.9
Some late events co-occur with certain leukemic events,
for example, the FLT3-ITD and NPM1 mutations.4 This
strong link between leukemic mutations and late events,
rather than between pre-leukemic mutations and late
events, was recently demonstrated by Höllein et al.40 They
described patients with NPM1-mutant AMLs that developed a NPM1 wild-type AML after therapy. Both types of
leukemia evolved on a similar pre-leukemic background.
Interestingly, FLT3-ITD was significantly more frequent
among NPM1-mutant AML.40 Late events, such as FLT3ITD or KIT mutations, can be found in unique AML subtypes, such as APL and CBF-AML, respectively, as
described below.
Targeting cells according to late events can prove beneficial and was employed using tyrosine kinase inhibitors.41
Nevertheless targeting a few subclones can result in a positive selection of other subclones with a different genomic
landscape.42 Monitoring residual clones using late events
as clonal markers should be done with great care, since
this approach might miss subclones lacking these
markers.43,44

Unique acute myeloid leukemia subtypes
A few AML subtypes, such as CBF-AML and APL, are

Figure 2. Pre-leukemic clones have inherent chemoresistance. Pre-leukemic clones (blue) undergo positive selection by chemotherapy administered for a non-related cancer [other than acute myeloid leukemia (AML)]. They expand and evolve into t-AML (green). Pre-leukemic hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HSPCs)
have inherent chemoresistance, thus they also survive following AML induction chemotherapy and reconstitute clonal hematopoiesis. Most relapses occur within
the first 2 years and originate from residual leukemic clones that can be identified at diagnosis and that were not eradicated by AML therapy. Rare events of second
AML (red) stem from (mostly, the same) pre-leukemic clones that evolved again into AML following a more prolonged latency.
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diagnosed by the presence of their typical chromosomal
aberrations, regardless of actual blast count.45,46 These
chromosomal abnormalities, which result in novel fusion
RNA transcripts, are being used for monitoring minimal
residual disease following therapy and dictate pre-emptive
treatment upon detection.47,48 While this implies that these
chromosomal aberrations should be regarded as leukemic
events, some of the chromosomal abnormalities of CBFAML were retrospectively detected in blood samples
taken more than 10 years before the patients were diagnosed with AML,49 as well as up to 7 years following allogeneic transplantation in patients without evidence of disease.50 In fact, when stem cells and cells from various lineages were sorted from BM of CBF-AML patients in remission, t(8;21) translocations were identified in B cells as
well as in myeloid cells. This suggests that this event
occurred at the stem cell level, still capable of differentiation.51
A debate continues over the cell of origin of APL. It was
shown that APL blasts have a gene expression profile with
T-cell lymphoid features52 and that they can engraft
immune-deficient mice.53 This raises the possibility that
APL blasts (especially blasts of the hypogranular variant)
originate in early multipotent progenitors prior to lineage
commitment.54 Nevertheless, t(15;17) translocation was
identified only in CD34 positive (CD34+) precursor cells of
the myeloid lineage and not in B or T lymphocytes.55 Thus,
it is generally accepted that the APL transforming event
occurs at a more committed progenitor cell.56 In contrast to
the aforementioned pre-leukemic HSPCs (e.g. DNMT3A
mutated), these cells do not maintain multilineage
hematopoiesis.
Leukemic cells that harbor APL and CBF-AML translocations acquire additional mutations as they evolve.
Similarly to other AML subtypes, additional somatic
mutations that were identified in these clones involved
tyrosine kinase receptor genes (e.g. RAS, FLT3 and KIT).

Clinical implications and future challenges
Pre-leukemic stage: prediction and screening
A reliable screening strategy for a rare disease, such as
AML with an estimated incidence of 4:100,000,57 should
have a high positive predictive value. In order to improve
current models, specific variants that were described in
hematologic malignancies, rather than specific genes,
should be used for screening. In addition, a better understanding of the selective pressures and the germline background, under which pre-AML clones evolve, is required.
While such an understanding still remains elusive, the
term “fitness” encompasses both clonal intrinsic factors
and environmental selective pressures. Thus, exposing a
detrimental, malignant, clonal evolution requires a
dynamic, longitudinal follow up of healthy individuals,
rather than relying on a single blood test that depicts a
static picture of the hematopoietic clonal structure (as suggested by the term CHIP). Therefore, AML screening programs should use a 2% VAF threshold as well as a documentation of clonal temporal evolution (by having at least
two assessments of the clonal mutational profile 6-12
months apart). This should be incorporated into a refined
definition of ARCH.58 Documenting ARCH-defining
events in two consecutive tests will allow a better characterization of the clones and increase the confidence in
haematologica | 2019; 104(5)

their status, thus facilitating patient risk stratification.
Screening for therapy-related AML can be performed by
detecting pre-leukemic clones at the time of initial
chemotherapy treatment (administered for a non-AML
tumor), and patients should be monitored at least once
again to define ARCH.59
Additional improvement in the positive predictive value
of such a model might also require inclusion of yet undescribed non-genomic, evolutionary events that manifest in
the epigenome or in post-transcriptional or post-translational landscapes of the pre-malignant clone. It is still not
known what influences these events: whether there are
cause-and-effect relations between specific mutations and
these non-genomic events, or whether they are influenced
by the environment itself. As an example of the latter, p53
(wild-type at the genomic level) was shown to acquire a
mutant-like post-translational conformation following
stimulation by growth factors in AML cells.60
Incorporating clinical data into prediction models is
expected to improve their accuracy and enable risk stratification for individuals carrying ARCH.9 However, preAML individuals were shown to have only subtle abnormalities in their blood count measures, often within the
normal limits, with a large overlap with values documented in controls.9,13,21

Pre-leukemic stage: prevention
Once prediction tools become more reliable, prospective, intervening clinical trials can be initiated. When planning such clinical trials two major challenges arise: 1) the
low incidence of AML in the general population; and 2) its
prolonged latency. The former can be mitigated by registering a large cohort of participants and by patient selection based on risk stratified according to clonal temporal
progression (using the refined ARCH definition) and on
their clinical data.8,9,13 Overcoming its prolonged latency
requires a long follow up of the participants and might
require a prolonged or indefinite treatment period to suppress pre-leukemic clones.
Targeting pre-leukemic clones as a means to prevent
AML needs to be performed with caution. This might
cause aplasia when the entire hematopoietic system is
comprised by this clone (e.g. as is the case with a high VAF
TET2 clone). This can also give a selective advantage to a
different pre-leukemic clone that resides in the shared
microenvironment. An effective intervention must target
both the clone with its driver genes and the environment
that enabled it to flourish.

Leukemic stage
Targeting leukemic mutations might be an effective way
to eliminate the malignant clone,38 thus preventing relapse.
This is particularly true in AML because most relapses
arise during the first 2 years and stem from the original
clone detected at diagnosis.34,61,62
Can pre-leukemic mutations serve as a target for therapy as well? On the one hand, all leukemic cells share these
mutations. Targeting IDH1 using a specific inhibitor
resulted in a 30% complete remission rate among 125
IDH1-mutated relapsed/refractory AML patients. These
responses lasted a median of 8 months. Remission was
accompanied by a decrease in IDH1 VAF values.63
Similar results were obtained when using an IDH2 specific inhibitor, with an overall response rate of 40.3% and
a median response duration of 5.8 months.64 These results
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of phase I trials, using IDH1/2-targeted monotherapy,
need to be repeated in larger cohorts of treatment-naïve
patients before conclusions can be drawn. On the other
hand, the use of early, pre-leukemic, mutations as markers
of the malignant clone should be handled with caution
since following chemotherapy, the presence of most residual pre-leukemic clones (carrying DNMT3A, TET2 or
ASXL1 mutations) do not increase risk for early (4-year)
relapse unless accompanied by other mutations.19,31
In addition, one should bear in mind that, in contrast to
the pre-leukemic stage, once overt leukemia evolves, targeting pre-leukemic somatic mutations might not prove
effective. This can be inferred from the fact that some
patients develop relapsed NPM1-mutated leukemia, lacking their DNMT3A pre-leukemic mutations.65 This can
represent a biological phenomenon in which the relative
contribution of these early driver mutations to clonal fitness diminishes as the clone evolves to overt leukemia.
Indeed, IDH1/2 inhibition induced differentiation of the
malignant clone in only 5-7% of the patients and clearance
of IDH1 mutated clone was noted only in 21% of clinically responding patients.63 In patients treated with an IDH2
inhibitor, differentiation of the blasts without elimination
of the malignant clone was documented,64 in line with previous reports about IDH2 being acquired following AML
transformation (as a late event).34 Improving efficacy
might be achieved by combining drugs that target both
leukemic and late events.

Relapse
Most AML patients experience relapse originating in
leukemic stem cells (LSC) that belong to the leukemic
clone and that can already be identified at the time of
diagnosis. It is, therefore, imperative to identify and target
these cells. Two main subtypes of AML were identified.
The first AML subtype contains rare stem cells that have
a stem/progenitor-like immunophenotype. In the other
subtype, relapse originates from the major CD33+ blast
population and is more dependent on growth factors
when studied in vivo.34,61 Studying gene expression profiles
of these subtypes revealed that this division is correlated
with French-American-British (FAB) classification. The
first subtype is enriched for FAB M4/M5 subtypes and the
other is enriched for the less differentiated AML subtypes
(M0/M1/M2). Nevertheless, relapse-initiating LSC in both
groups had similar gene expression profiles and, as expected, the relapsing clone was found to be characterized by
an increased number of LSC.34 Such a "leukemic stemness"
transcriptional signature can be used to predict prognosis
and to monitor patients in remission.66 Targeting LSC has
been studied extensively in xenograft models but less so in
clinical trials. A recent study suggests that the combination of Azacitidine and Venetoclax target LSCs, as identified both immune-phenotypically and by their transcriptomics signature.67 The number of participants in this trial
was small, and, although this therapy does not induce
remission in all patients (only in approx. 67%68), and some
relapse while on therapy, this is an important step
towards LSC-targeted therapy.

Survivorship
Following the elimination of the leukemic clone,
chemotherapy-resistant clones, which can sometimes be
detected in low VAF values at the time of AML diagnosis,29
expand and re-populate the BM.29,40 Some of these clones
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harbor ARCH mutations,29,31 and some of these clones are
truly pre-malignant since they go on and evolve into
MDS69 or a second AML, albeit following a more prolonged latency than the relapse of the original leukemia
(median 33.7-43 months vs. 8.6-14 months, respectively).
Second AML should be diagnosed as a distinct entity
whenever leukemic mutations that characterize the primary (diagnosis) AML are not identified at relapse (Table
1). Second AML was described to occur in 10-14% of the
patients experiencing relapse.40,65 However, second AML
should not be considered as a relapse. Sometimes, second
AML does not share its pre-leukemic mutations with the
primary AML (Table 1). This is underlined by the identification of pre-leukemic clones of second AML that lack the
primary AML pre-leukemic DNMT3A, TET2, SRSF2 or
RUNX1 mutations.40,70 Nevertheless, most of these secondAML-initiating clones share the same early, pre-leukemic
mutations as the primary AML clone,40,65 and some even
evolve similarly to the primary clone and acquire a different mutation in the same gene,70,71 emphasizing the role of
an environmental selective pressure (Figure 2).
In this regard, environmental influence is best demonstrated when patients that undergo allogeneic stem cell
transplantation develop an AML that originates in the
donor hematopoietic cells. Two main reasons can lead to
this very rare outcome (estimated to occur following
0.08% of transplants72): 1) a pre-existing pre-leukemic
clone in the stem cell donation; and 2) evolution of a new
leukemic clone in the recipient following the transplantation. Although the stem cell source (BM vs. peripheral
blood) did not influence the risk for donor cell leukemia,
environmental factors seem to be crucial in promoting the
malignant clone. Multivariate analysis revealed three risk
factors associated with development of donor cell
leukemia: 1) the use of growth factors; 2) in vivo T-cell
depletion; and 3) having a previous allograft. These risk
factors imply that a reduced immune surveillance and
increased replication signals create a more permissive
environment that allows the development of the malignant clone. As an emphasis, two different trajectory
leukemic evolutions were described following a
DNMT3A-mutated pre-leukemic clone donation. While
the donor developed NPM1-mutated, FLT3-ITD AML, the
recipient developed NPM1 SMC1A-mutated AML.73
Therefore, when monitoring AML patients in remission,
predicting a rare, second AML becomes somewhat analogous to predicting transformation from pre-leukemia to
AML. Here, too, some residual or newly evolving preleukemic clones confer increased risk for second AML
development, heralded by clonal expansion. The exact
risk stratification still needs to be validated by appropriately designed studies. These studies need to use broad
sequencing panels instead of a panel dictated only by the
mutations found at diagnosis.

Conclusions
Recently published studies reveal that the evolutionary
trajectory of AML begins many years before the patient
is actually diagnosed. It is a multistep process characterized by Darwinian evolution with clonal selection and
expansion. Much is still unknown regarding the various
factors that influence the path that clones in the
hematopoietic system follow. They consist of both clonhaematologica | 2019; 104(5)
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al-intrinsic as well as environmental factors. Both factors
are influenced by each patient’s germline background.
We can improve our understanding firstly by depicting
the exact route that pre-leukemic clones take on their
way to becoming AML. It is important to remember that
the trajectory of these clones does not end when patients
achieve a complete (even molecular) remission. Residual,
as well as new pre-leukemic clones, continue to evolve
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